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CLIMATE CHANGE AND ENERGY SECURITY  

IN COLOMBIA: DEVELOPMENTS AND LIMITED 

PROGRESS

Introduction and overview

In the last ten years, Colombia has enjoyed significant 
economic progress� This has made it an attractive 
location for foreign investors and given the country 
favourable medium and long-term growth prospects� 
However, when it comes to sustainable development 
the country has significant challenges to overcome; 
climate change and energy security indisputably cons-
titute two major problems for the region�

Although Colombia is responsible for a relatively 
insignificant share of greenhouse gas emissions – 
around 0�37 percent of the global total – it is one of 
the countries most affected by the consequences of 
climate change� According to the UNDP, Colombia is 
the greatest victim of extreme weather events in Latin 
America, and therefore urgently in need of appropriate 
political strategies to adapt and react to this situation� 
A clear example is the exceptionally heavy rainfall 
recorded from 2010 to 2011, causing floods and land-
slides, claiming 400 fatalities throughout the country 
and leaving around two million people homeless� As 
a result, the subject has become more prominent in 
various sectors of society�

Yet the debate over political measures and greater 
energy efficiency remains at a rudimentary stage. On 
the one hand, significant political guidelines for the 
development or renewables have been established, and 
there is great potential for the production of solar and 
wind power� On the other hand, however, production 
and consumption of renewable energies remains very 
low� In fact, the country remains heavily dependent on 
fossil fuels – in particular in the transport sector – and 
on large hydropower plants, which are in turn depen-
dent on nature reserves and ecosystems, both of which 
are increasingly affected by climate change�

In light of the longer dry season in 2014, caused to 
a large extent by climate change, this issue is beco-
ming more and more intimately connected to the 
need to formulate and implement an efficient energy 
policy. While Colombia has already taken its first steps 
towards greater energy security, it still has a long way 
to go�

Perception of climate change in Colombia: growing 
concern, limited knowledge

After science and research, politics is undoubtedly the 
sector in which the greatest progress can be observed 
in terms of the prominence of the issue of climate 
change� This is probably a result of the powerful 
socio-economic effects of the latest climate-related 
phenomena to occur in the country� Nevertheless, 
academics and entrepreneurs agree that the majority 
of counter-measures and plans are motivated by eco-
nomic factors, and lack coordination�

A notable step by the government was the creation in 
2011 of a Ministry for Environmental Protection and 
Sustainable Development (MADR),1 with the aim of 
showing that it is possible to reconcile development 
in the field of the environment with sustainability. 
Since its creation, the ministry’s investment budget 
has risen constantly� From 2013 to 2014 it rose by 
44 percent, and currently totals around €122 million� 
Within the ministry, a climate change department is 
devoted to this specific issue. The national planning 
authority also stresses the need to draft a “national 
plan for adaptation to climate change”2 to facilitate 
coordination of the relevant measures of the different 
ministries and public bodies� However, the reality is 
somewhat different, with a lack of coordination and 
clear formulation of the issues involved, especially in 
the provinces�

For its part, Congress has passed laws on mitigation 
of and adaptation to the effects of climate change� 
However, these laws are for the most part isolated 
initiatives undertaken by the government in response 
to current crises�

1 |  This ministry was set up in 1993 and has since been 
repeatedly restructured� Under the government of Álvaro 
Uribe Vélez (2002 – 2006, 2006 – 2010) it was merged 
with the Ministry of Housing and Territorial Develop-
ment�  Environmental affairs were only combined with 
sustainability under the current government of Santos 
(2010 – 2014)�

2 |  “CONPES 3700� Consejo Nacional de Política Económica y 
Social”, National Planning Authority Colombia, 2011�
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Local and provincial governments appear to be where 
awareness of climate change and its effects is highest� 
The provinces are more severely affected by the 
phenomenon than the capital city, and this gives the 
issue far greater resonance in political discussions 
and decisions� Nonetheless, the Konrad-Adenauer-
Stiftung has observed, on the basis of academic and 
political surveys, that in the provinces discussions 
are ill-informed and competencies lacking in technical 
depth. In spite of first-hand experience of the effects 
of climate change, not much is known about its causes 
or appropriate measures for prevention� 

Awareness of climate change has grown in the media, 
at both the provincial and national levels� Media 
coverage of the issue generally takes the form of 
reporting on current incidents, and is often of a sensa-
tionalist nature, which is not helpful in raising aware-
ness in society� There is a need for more educational 
measures in this area� On the other hand, there are 
also some noteworthy awareness-raising initiatives3 
that suggest that the media are also interested in 
pursuing the subject further�

Among the population at large, knowledge and under-
standing of the subject is limited – mainly because 
Colombians4 regard other problems as being more 
important, such as security, poverty reduction and the 
labour market situation. Armed conflict and high levels

3 |  E� g� projects like the radio programme Planeta 
Caracol and the special issue of the magazine Semana 
Sostenible.

4 |  Cf� “Colombia Opina”, Revista Semana, 09 / 2013,  
“La Gran Encuesta septiembre de 2013”, RCN Noticias, 
http://noticiasrcn�com/nacional-pais/gran-encuesta- 
septiembre-2013 [31 July 2014]�

of violence in the country are also major issues, in 
relation to which environmental protection and climate 
change take second stage�5

The segment of the population most familiar with 
the issue of climate change is also the one most 
affected by it: the rural population in the provinces� 
Farmers in particular have suffered greatly at the 
hands of climate change�6 Declining crop yields have 
boosted awareness of how the changes go beyond dry 
periods and floods, and pose a serious threat to the 
food supply� Surveys7 in major cities and rural areas 
on the significance of environmental protection and 
climate change show that although these issues are 
not considered priorities, citizens do not approve of 
how local governments and authorities deal with the 
matters� In the nine largest cities, satisfaction with 
local authorities’ approach to environmental protec-
tion is under 45 percent, with air pollution causing 
the most concern� With regard to climate change, in 
seven of the nine cities half of those questioned were 
certain that this natural phenomenon is exacerbated 
by human activity�8

Climate change and energy security: 
the debate is just beginning

Even though the subject of climate change is steadily 
gaining in importance among certain segments of 
Colombia’s population, discussion and awareness of 
the issue of energy security and its relationship with 
the climate are restricted to highly specialised sec-
tors of society� There is a wide gap separating mere 
discussion, or the passing of legal regulations, from 
actual implementation of concrete measures�

At the national level, energy policy and the issue of 
energy security are gaining in importance, primarily 
as a result of current circumstances� Since 2001, a 
law concerning the rational and efficient use of energy 
has been in place, intended to help mitigate the 
effects of climate change�9 Within the government, 

5 |  In a possible post-conflict situation (or better after the 
conclusion of peace negotiations with the guerrilla), 
climate change would probably move up the list of pri-
orities, but Colombians undoubtedly face more pressing 
unsolved problems, such as social inclusion, regional 
integration, etc�

6 |  Communiqué des SAC (Colombian farmers’ association), 
rice growers’ statement on falling yields�

7 |  Cf� “Coparación de la percepión ciudana en 9 ciudades de 
Colombia 2011”, Red de Ciudades Cómo Vamos, No� 6, 
03 / 2011, http://medellincomovamos.org/file/1980/
download/1980 [31 July 2014]�

8 |  Ibid�
9 |  “Diario Oficial. Año CXXXVII. N. 44573”, 5 October 2001, 

http://www�si3ea�gov�co/Portals/0/Conoce/ley697�pdf 
[28 July 2014]�

The Tayrona National Park at the mouth of the Piedras River 
in eastern Colombia was established in 1969.

http://www.noticiasrcn.com/nacional-pais/gran-encuesta-septiembre-2013
http://www.noticiasrcn.com/nacional-pais/gran-encuesta-septiembre-2013
http://medellincomovamos.org/file/1980/download/1980
http://medellincomovamos.org/file/1980/download/1980
http://www.si3ea.gov.co/Portals/0/Conoce/ley697.pdf
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most initiatives in this regard currently stem from 
the Ministry for Mines and Energy, for instance in the 
form of a plan to reduce greenhouse gas emissions 
in the energy sector� Since 2010, there has also been 
a programme for rational and efficient use of energy 
and non-conventional resources, initiated by the same 
ministry� It should be noted in this regard that for 
several years Colombia has been, alongside Brazil, the 
most active country in terms of producing biofuels as 
an alternative, low-emission form of energy genera-
tion�

To date, around 64 percent of the energy produced 
in Colombia is based on hydropower, which although 
abundant in the country is also severely affected by 
dry periods; only 37 percent of the country’s needs 
are covered by fossil fuels� In light of steadily rising 
electricity prices worldwide and uncertainty about the 
future availability of water resources – reserves are 
starting to become scarce – there is a growing aware-
ness among politicians and entrepreneurs of the need 
to either develop non-conventional energy sources or 
use coal to generate electricity�10

In the current electoral campaign for the 2014 presi-
dential election, there is a lack of clear and innovative 
proposals on issues such as climate change or energy 
security on the part of candidates� Only in a single 
debate about the environment and water, organised 
by the WWF in conjunction with ISAGEN and the daily 
newspaper El Espectador, did the presidential candi-
dates present some of their ideas on these matters� All 
of the candidates were in agreement that hydropower 
plants should remain the primary source of electricity, 
but that alternative energy sources should also be 
pursued in parallel�

THE INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT: MULTILATERAL 

ORGANISATIONS AND INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE 

DISCOURSE

Awareness of the state of international debates on 
energy policy and the international energy security 
situation is very limited in Colombia� The United 
Nations is the international organisation that people 
most associate with these issues� Other multilateral 
organisations such as the Inter-American Develop-
ment Bank, the World Bank or the European Union 
have financed related initiatives and cooperated with 
government organisations in order to raise awareness 
and provide information on the subject�

10 |  Republic of Colombia, Ministry of Mining and Energy,  
Plan Energético Nacional 2006 – 2025. Contexto y 
 Estrategias, Bogotá, 04 / 2007, http://www�upme�gov� 
co/Docs/PLAN_ENERGETICO_NACIONAL_2007�pdf 
[31 July 2014]�

In June 2012, Colombia played an important role at 
the Rio+20 Conference� At the country’s initiative, the 
catalogue of targets for sustainable development was 
introduced into the declaration signed by over 190 
countries� However, branches of Colombia’s economy 
such as the mining and energy sectors, or agricul-
ture – which have grown significantly in recent years 
and have been prioritised as engines of development – 
present major challenges in terms of environmental 
protection and risk prevention�

As far as multilateral negotiations according to UN gui-
delines are concerned, Colombia is actively engaged 
in the Ad Hoc Working Group on the Durban Platform 
for Enhanced Action under the UNFCCC (ADP)� In 
terms of foreign policy, a priority for the country is 
the implementation of a convention to replace the 
Kyoto Protocol from 2020 that is legally binding for 
all UNFCCC member states� Colombia is a member of 
the UNFCCC, participating in negotiations, and from 
January to June 2014 it held the pro tempore presi-
dency of the Independent Alliance of Latin America 
and the Caribbean (AILAC)�

Thus the country has repeatedly highlighted the im -
portance of a standardised methodology to evaluate 
the susceptibility of individual states to the effects of 
climate change, in order to enable the creation and 
implementation of National Adaptation Plans (NAP) 
that actually address the needs of each particular 
country and that can be used to measure the severity 
of the effects�11

The corporate sector has also made adjustments moti-
vated by international discourse on climate change 
in recent years� Large enterprises in particular have 
started to monitor and publish their CO2 and H2O 
footprints in accordance with UNEP and UNEP FI stan-
dards�

Little information is available in Colombia about Euro-
pean or German climate and energy policy outside of 
highly specialised technical or academic environments� 
In 2009, Colombia’s congress approved the Inter-
national Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) statute� 
Colombia joined the agency in 2010 and in recent 
years has taken part in its general assemblies�

11 |  Republic of Colombia, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
“Colombia en las negociaciones internationales� 
De  cambio clímatico”, 2014, http://bit�ly/1ACErId 
[31 July 2014]�

ttp://www.upme.gov.co/Docs/PLAN_ENERGETICO_NACIONAL_2007.pdf
ttp://www.upme.gov.co/Docs/PLAN_ENERGETICO_NACIONAL_2007.pdf
http://cancilleria.gov.co/sites/default/files/politica_exterior/ambientales/20140409_colombia_en_las_negociaciones_internacionales_de_cambio_climatico_28vf29.pdf
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MEXICO

Janina Grimm-Huber

CLIMATE CHANGE AND MEXICO’S PARTICULAR 

VULNERABILITY

There is no question that Mexico is one of the world’s 
most vulnerable countries as far as climate change is 
concerned� 

In the last ten to fifteen years, the frequency and 
extent of abnormal heatwaves and unusually pro-
tracted droughts in the country have been remar-
kable. In 2011 and 2012 Mexico was afflicted by its 
worst drought in 70 years, which affected almost 
90 percent of the country� Meanwhile, in the sou-
theastern areas, the occurrence of heavy rainfall and 
hurricanes is on the rise, resulting in severe flooding. 
The panoply of extreme weather events and resulting 
consequences also includes freezing temperatures, 
large-scale forest fires and soil erosion. While the 
average number of hydrometeorological phenomena 
recorded in the 1970s was 300, by 2005 this figure 
had doubled, and by 2008 it had quadrupled to around 
1,200 reported events. Many of these were classified 
as natural disasters with severe consequences for 
Mexico’s population�

In other words, 1,385 municipalities in Mexico with 
a total of 27 million inhabitants have been directly 
affected by climate change in recent years – and the 
numbers are rising�1 According to the national autho-
rity for disaster management, weather-related 

1 |  Notimex, “México, en riesgo de desastres naturales por 
cambio climático”, 29 July 2013, http://altonivel�com�
mx/37239-mexico-en-riesgo-de-desastres- naturales-
por-cambio-climatico�html [28 July 2014]�

catastrophes in Mexico claim an average of almost 
200 human lives per year�2

The damage has run into the billions� In 2005, Hurri-
canes Wilma, Stan and Emily caused damage amoun-
ting to almost MXN 45 billion�3 In 2007, Hurricane 
Dean cost the Mexican state MXN 50�5 billion� When 
Hurricanes Alex, Karl and Matthew swept across 
Mexico in 2010, the damage came to around €5 bil-
lion, which combined with other natural catastrophes 
was equal to 0�8 percent of the country’s GDP that 
year�4 In addition, many thousands of Mexicans lost 
everything they owned�

Such extreme weather events are also the bane of 
agriculture and food production� According to IPCC 
estimates, the loss of farmland by 2050 will amount 
to between 13 and 27 percent� Mexico already imports 
a large portion of its food from the United States and 
other Latin American countries�

What is more, the negative consequences of climate 
change do not just affect the state, the economy 
and the population, but also the country’s flora and 
fauna. Scientific studies show that the continuous rise 
in temperature is harming Mexico’s biodiversity and 
tropical forests�5

2 |  CENAPRED, “Características e impacto socioeconómico 
de los principales desastres ocurridos en la  República 
 Mexicana� Ediciones 2001 a 2011� Serie Impacto socio-
económico de los desastres en México”, 2013�

3 |  Damage caused by natural disasters in 2010 amounted 
to 0�8 percent of national GDP� See: Angélica Enciso L�, 
“Se agravará riesgo de la población ante desastres natu-
rales por cambio climático”, La  Jornada, 04 / 2014, 
http://www�jornada�unam�mx/2014/04/07/sociedad/ 
043n1soc [28 July 2014]�

4 |  Source: CENAPRED and Centro Mario Molina, 2013�
5 |  Enciso L�, n� 3�

CONCLUSION

Although some progress has been made of late in 
terms of awareness – more so with regard to cli-
mate change than to energy security – there is very 
little specialist knowledge on this topic in Colombian 
society at large outside of academia and government 
circles� A further cause for concern is the absence of 

any real awareness regarding the extent of the areas 
particularly affected by climate change, or regarding 
the close relationship between climate change and 
energy security� Despite the state’s willingness to take 
appropriate action – at least on paper and in the form 
of legislation – the extent to which political ideas are 
actually implemented, or legal provisions transformed 
into concrete initiatives, is limited�

http://www.altonivel.com.mx/37239-mexico-en-riesgo-de-desastres-naturales-por-cambio-climatico.html
http://www.altonivel.com.mx/37239-mexico-en-riesgo-de-desastres-naturales-por-cambio-climatico.html
http://www.altonivel.com.mx/37239-mexico-en-riesgo-de-desastres-naturales-por-cambio-climatico.html
http://www.jornada.unam.mx/2014/04/07/sociedad/043n1soc
http://www.jornada.unam.mx/2014/04/07/sociedad/043n1soc

